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EDITORIAL
"A Sense of Mission"
of mission" and a "willingness
to assume obligation" are twins of
A
the highest order. These demonstrate at
"SENSE

their best when applied to Christian purpose and action.
Lack of an objective results in ineffective living. This is true of an individual,
in the life of a group, or a congregation.
The area of mediocrity is quite congested, with little ambition to rise to a
climate of purer motives and more
worthwhile objectives.
What is it that I am attempting to do
as a Christian? What is it that the congregation of which I am a part has as
their primary goal? Am I as an individual, or the group of which I am a part,
possessed of a sense of mission? If so,
what is that mission?
When a pastor enters the study in those
choice hours of the day, the hours of the
morning, what is his purpose? Is it anything less lofty than to speak to God,
have Him speak in return, and emerge
to speak to men as God's man? Has the
sense of Christ's mission to the world
and man's responsibility as His messenger, really caught fire in the soul?
The question of mission and purpose
applies not only to the pastor. The editor,
the publisher, the bishop, the college
administrator, the college teacher, the
general churchman, performing one assignment or another; if our purposes and
sense of mission are divinely inspired, a
waiting church will respond in a forward
movement.
This editorial foregoes the space to
mention faulty purposes and missions
that detract from a Christ-centered,
Christ-honoring; and Christ-serving sense
of mission. Deviations are all too common and they often flourish under the
guise of religious devotion and zeal.
Congregations need teaching and
preaching that emphasize priorities in
the order that God has placed them.
Colleges, mission programs, benevolent
institutions, and publishing interests
should periodically review their goals
and evaluate their work, look which
way they are going. Materialism has
America in hand. A Christian layman
was heard to say about his pastor: "We
were getting too materialistic. He has
helped us to have a renewed sense of
spiritual values." Only a devoted Christion or, institutionally, directors or trustees with a true "sense of mission" will
be able to keep things in their proper
orbit.
(2)
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Christian youth of this generation are
as promising and capable as potential
servants of God as any time in the yesteryear. The
pastor's
opportunity
among youth is unlimited for good. He
can do much to assist the home if his
"sense of mission" is correct.
Standing ready to join in helping youth
are our Colleges. Their only justifiable
cause of existence is to help youth prepare to serve with a "sense of mission."
Intellectualism of this generation has almost totally forgotten the Christian concept of service. Materialism and a desire for self-security are malignancies
that are wreaking havoc with the finer
fabrics of life.
Youth, trained for special areas of
service, possessed of a true "sense of
mission" are an urgent need in church
life. Medical personnel, school teachers,
and technicians of one kind or another
should be urged to select areas where
congregations—some of them small—are
anxious to benefit from their talents and
the impact of their public relations.
Business men pressing their way into
the community and its activities, if Christian in their perspective, are a vital link
between the church and its neighborhood.
Needed: more people with vision, perspective, and a "sense of mission"; more
congregations whose sights have been
lifted to see the task as it really is; and
institutions that jealously guard their
sacred responsibilities, pursuing their
ends for Christian service. All of this,
humbly, sincerely, and singularly for the
honor and glory of God!
J. N. H.

The Crusade Site That
Prayer Provided
At the close of World Vision's tri-city Osaka
Christian Crusade in 1959, Japanese pastors, lay
leaders, missionaries, and others on the Crusade
committee began thinking of a larger series of
meetings in Tokyo — capital of Japan and the
world's largest city with more than nine million
people.
Only one auditorium was considered large
enough, and that was the Tokyo Gym, called
the Meiji Auditorium in famed Meiji Park. It
had hosted most of the nation's celebrated international events and seated 10,000 people.
But no organization or athletic association had
ever scheduled the Auditorium for as long as
a month at a time, and a city ordinance com-

pletely banned all events with religious significance.
In the face of this discouraging news, the
Crusade committee made a preliminary request to proper authorities to rent the Auditorium for one month in 1961 for an evangelistic crusade. Rejected flatly at every turn,
the handful of determined men contacted officials at every level of municipal government
and were repeatedly denied the Auditorium.
Finally at Christmas time, an influential member of the Tokyo City Council listened to their
plea and turned down their request. It was
seemingly ridiculous to try anymore.
Missionary R. S. Nicholson, Jr., one of the
several men who still believed that the Auditorium could be provided for a crusade, went
home and fell on his knees. "All else has
failed," he prayed, "so if we are going to get
this Auditorium for a city-wide crusade, it will
have to be an outright gift from You!"
A few days passed. Then a member of the
city council phoned Nicholson and admitted,
"I can't get our conversation out of my mind.
I'm not a Christian, but I'll help you get the
Auditorium if you're still interested."
Now, miraculously, the Meiji Auditorium
has been officially set aside for one month of
meetings, running from May 6 to June 5, to be
conducted by World Vision at the invitation of
more t h i n 600 churches in the Greater Tokyo
area. Dr. Bob Pierce, president, is the
featured speaker.
Whsre human efforts failed, prayer triumphed, setting the stage for what can be the
largest evangelistic outreach in Japan's 100
years of Protestant missions.

If we think of how much God has done for
us, and if we love Him for it, then there is no
greater fun than working for Him.—The
Christian Parent.
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DID you hear the good news?" It
Sship,AY,might
have been a birth, a scholara marriage, a promotion, or so

many other things which we term "good
news." How anxious we were to tell it
to as many as we could. As a Christian,
and a part of the Church of Jesus Christ
are we as zealous in proclaiming the
Good News as we are in telling the
earthly good news with which we are
necessarily encumbered? Let us remind
ourselves, that when Jesus returned to
His Father He left His followers, the
Church, the responsibility of telling the
Good News of the gospel to "all the
world." Apart from the church there is
no channel through which this Good
News can flow.
What then are some of the considerations to note as evangels of Good News?
The Apostle Paul when faced with this
challenge said, "I am not ashamed of the
gospel of Christ: for it is the power of
God unto salvation to everyone that believeth; to the Jew first, and also to
the Greek" Romans 1:16.
Note first, Paul was himself a product
of this Good News. This was one of the
reasons he could turn his face toward
Rome with all that he might encounter,
and say, "I am not ashamed . . ." The
proclamation of this Good News would
be more effective in today's society if
they could see that it really works within
the circle of the Church. Is it possible
that some of us, though not saying
it audibly, feel a bit ashamed of the gospel of Christ, because it has not healed
the breaches and eliminated the tensions
within the Church? This is true not because it would not, or could not, but because we did not let it. Before we can
proclaim the Good News, we must be enthusiastic possessors of this gospel, feeling and knowing its power in our own
lives, and its effectiveness in meeting all
situations in life. Until this is true, we
are not evangels who can say, "I am not
ashamed . . ."
In the second place, Paul was not at
all in doubt concerning the power of this
Good News. Remembering that Rome
was noted for political and military
power, Paul might have drawn back as
he thought of going to Rome. But instead, he went with confidence, knowing
that whatever the opposition, and however powerful, it could not overcome the
divine Power which he represented.
How often we have been willing to
admit that there are some situations and
lives which we will not be able to reach
with this Good News. We need to keep
constantly before us the fact that the
power, which transforms lives, is the
Holy Spirit using the simple presentation of the gospel. All of us have marveled at the way God has been able to
use people as effective witnesses. It
March 20, 1961

Evangels of Good News
Erwin W. Thomas

was not because they were schooled in
the deep truths of theology and doctrine,
but because they gave a simple presentation of the gospel, and the Holy Spirit
used it to bring someone to Christ.

May the Lord help us, as His church,
to present the real message which constitutes the Good News; not to encumber
it with by-products that overshadow the
message and its power. Let us move
out with a new confidence in the power
of our message. In the face of communism, secularism, materialism, broken
homes, dissipated lives, and numerous
other things which plague our presentday society, may we be challenged by a
message that can reach and meet every
condition. Remember that the church
today represents the same message as did
the early Christians when they turned
the world upside down and many were
added to the church.
As a third consideration, let us note
the results of this Good News when received. Paul said it was "unto salvation
to everyone that believeth." What a
privilege we have as a church, to be
evangels of a message that when heeded
will bring people into a proper relationship with God. We need only to go into
our congregations to see the marvelous
results of this message. Look at a few.
Here is one whose life was marked by
many sins. Due to his gambling, his
family had scarcely enough. Several
times his home was in danger. One day
he heard the Good News and accepted
the message which transformed his life.
Now he is an evangel of the same Truth.
We then turn to this one, and discover
his background was in another faith. It
was not an immediate transformation,

but through the faithful presentation of
the message of Good News the Holy
Spirit found way into this heart. Now
he rejoices in being a follower of Christ.
We cannot pass this saint of God who
is always faithful in prayer and praise,
and so understanding of the children and
young people. No, she does not testify
to deliverance from gross sins. But
rather, she heard the Good News when
just a child and accepted Christ as
Saviour. Christ has- proved faithful
through all ages of life and types of experiences.
Then here is one who knew the message but did not really accept it until
she was a young lady. Because of family
opposition much of her Christian life has
been lived under trying conditions. Yet,
with a real note of victory, she would say
with the song writer: "Through many
dangers, trials, and snares, I have already
come; 'tis grace hath bro't me safe thus
far, and grace will lead me home."
Yes, these are only a few of the many
who are the results of the operation
of the Gospel of Christ. It does make a
difference in individuals, in homes, and
in communities. But, how shall they
know unless they hear, and who is to
proclaim the Good News. The responsibility rests on those who know Him,
follow Him, and who would faithfully
and joyfully serve Him. May we as
churches in our respective communities
be found faithful as the evangels of
Good News.
Pastor of the Fairvieiv Church, Englewood, Ohio

Potent Power
In the crypt of Allegheny Observatory
at the University of Pittsburgh, there is
an inscription that reads: "We have
loved the stars too fondly to be fearful
of the night."
That is good! It speaks of the faith
of those who know that the love of God,
revealed to them in Jesus Christ, protects them against any darkness, any evil.
The love of God is the most potent
power in our world.

Frank S. Mead in TARBELL'S TEACHERS'
GUIDE (Fleming H. Revell Company)
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Week of
EVANGELISM
April 16-23, 1961
Win Them for Christ -

Family by Family
Nelson W. Byers
MOST valuable institution in our
is the family. This is ordained
Tof HEsociety
God. We see the family as the most

important social unit all through the
Bible. Although the structure of the
family varied through various periods of
history, it has been the nucleus of civilization itself.
Blessing and judgment alike were
measured upon families of the Old Testament. In Genesis 12:3 God told Abraham
all the families of the earth would be
blessed through him and through his
family. In the seventh and eighth chapters of Joshua we read the account of
Achan who stole spoils from the city of
Jericho. Not only was Achan the recipient of the wrath of a Holy God, but
his entire family-were all stoned to death.
It is God's design that our homes be
Christian and that there be household
salvation. The early Christian Church
believed in and practiced household or
family salvation. Acts 16 bears record
of the salvation of two families. After
hearing the message given by Paul at
Philippi, Lydia and her household were
baptized. Further on in the chapter is
the account of that night when Paul and
Silas were in jail. Their prayer and praise
were heard and answered by an earthquake which shook the doors of the
prison from their hinges and, to the
consternation of the jail keeper, set Paul
and Silas free. Inasmuch as Paul and
Silas were more interested in soul-winning than escaping, and as a result of
the testimony of these two prisoners, the
jailer and his household were saved and

(4)

baptized. There was household salvation that very night.
Satan is determined to destroy this
scriptural pattern of spreading the Gospel. Because household salvation is one
of the strongest bulwarks confronting
him, he will do all that he can to break
it down. He knows that he cannot destroy our nation unless he can first destroy our homes. Therefore he spares no
efforts to infiltrate and to ruin them. We
need only to pick up a newspaper or
mazagine or drive down the highway to
see this boldly illustrated. The liquor
industry is trying to further their cause
by constantly impressing us with the idea
that alcoholic beverages are part of the
normal family life and that it is enjoyed
by dad and mother alike.
The tobacco industry is gunning for
the family with their advertisements. All
members of many families are habitual
smokers.
Not to be left out of the mercenary
benefits of the family is the movie industry. No longer is it necessary to pay
a baby sitter in order to take a movie.
The whole family packs in the family
car and off they go to the "drive in." For
family convenience, heaters are provided
to keep warm plus bottle warmers for
baby's milk. Many churches could
profitably take note at this point; some
nurseries are not conducive to family attendance at church and Sunday school.
The devil is using our social and economic structure to break apart the family
unit. There seems to be little family participation in constructive activity. Each

member has his or her own frustrated
schedule. Home is little more than a
shelter in which to spend the night and
get a few winks of sleep. All this lends
to the destruction of the family unit and,
alas, destroys our most effective implement for the spreading of the gospel.
There are some very important reasons
why we should make more effort to reach
entire families with the gospel. The
Sunday school presents a good example
of the importance of winning not just
children, or the children and mother, but
the entire family. From past experience
we have learned that unless we get the
entire family into Sunday school, the
chances of keeping them are poor. If
we get only the children we will often
lose them, despite the fact that they may
have been saved. If we get the children
and the mother, chances are considerably better of keeping them. This is not
meant to minimize the miracle-working
power of the Lord. It is evident, we
have been too content with getting less
than the entire family. This is the reason
for family emphasis in the Week of
Evangelism.
Parents are by far the greatest factor
in household salvation. It isn't hard for
the children to follow along when mother
and dad set the proper example. How
we need God-fearing parents who will
give their children the needed guidance
and influence in the midst of a world of
confusion. The Wise Man, has said in
Proverbs 22:6, "Train up a child in the
way he should go and when he is old
he will not depart from it."
Aside from the spiritual blessing to the
family, household salvation is a great
asset to the church. Take a look at the
Sunday school workers and church leaders in your own congregation. The Christian family holds the best potential for
Christian workers. If we as a church
are to forge ahead we must have Christian families from which we can gather
our workers.
The special effort being put forth during the Week of Evangelism should not
be for just one or two weeks, but the beginning of a continuing emphasis on winning the whole family. Since the men
in the family hold the key to household
salvation, should we not use special effort
to win men to the Lord? If we can win
him, we are much more certain of winning the family. One of the best efforts
in this direction is the recent organization
of the Brethren in Christ Men's Fellowship. This group holds great potential
for the winning of men to a saving
knowledge of Jesus Christ and thereby
winning entire families.
Another area to be considered in the
program of winning families is that of
visitation. What is our purpose in making a visit in a home? After we have
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gone did they know why we were there? vision of the grain to be reaped from an
Have we given the impression that we acre of ground, or the pounds of milk a
want them to come merely because we cow will produce if properly fed and
are conducting a campaign? Many times cared for. Industrial expansion would
this is the impression and, as a result, we come to a halt if its leaders had no vision
make little progress. Have you ever of a profitable market. Our comfortable
noticed the technique of a good sales- standards of living can be attributed to
man? He continuously points out the men of vision. Industry, government,
merits of his product or service and what and the world are bidding high for men
it will do. Better than inviting the family of vision.
to church, first invite them to Christ,
If there is any place where men of
pointing out what Christ wants to do for vision are needed it is in the harvest
them and how He can help them as a field of the Lord. We must be willing
family. The Early Church used this to make some sacrifices if we are to get
method as they went from house to the task accomplished. We are most cerhouse. "And daily in the temple, and in tainly living in the last days; time is runevery house, they ceased not to teach ning out. The desire to be entertained
and preach Jesus Christ" (Acts 5:24). and play must give way to dedication
They did more than invite them to a and a burning passion for those who do
meeting; they invited them to Christ! not know Christ. Much time must be
In the work of the Lord, we need a spent in prayer. As one has said, "He
vision of the work to be done, a vision who stands best kneels most."
which comes by living close to the Lord.
A task without a vision is drudgery. A
Jesus said, "Say not ye, There are yet
vision without a task is a dream. A task
four months, and then cometh harvest,
with a vision is victory. We have the
behold, I say unto you, Lift up your eyes,
task; let's ask God for the vision and then
and look on the fields; for they are white
proceed to accomplish it.
already to harvest" (John 4:35). A fann—Chambersburg, Pa., Secretary of the
er is likely to succeed when he has a
Brethren in Christ Men's Fellowship.

••:^P15d^j
REMOVE NOT THE ANCIENT LANDMARK, WHICH THY FATHERS HAVE SET

columns of "Today's YesterPof REVIOUS
day" presented the first three sections
the earliest known statement of the

Brethren in Christ Church on the doctrine of Sanctification: "I.—The Word of
God Teacheth Holiness, or Sanctification." "II.—Sanctification Defined.'' "III.
—Sanctification Commences in Regeneration." The fourth section follows:
"IV—SANCTIFICATION COMPLETED."

"That sanctification is rarely completed with conversion is a common experience. The great body of justified
persons do not claim to be wholly sanctified; they still feel a proneness to sin.
The poet describes their aspirations and
experience when he says:
'O to grace how great a debtor
Daily I'm constrained to be!
Let thy goodness like a fetter
Bind my wandering heart to thee;
Prone to wander, Lord I feel it,
Prone to leave the God I love;
Here's my heart; Lord take and seal it;
Seal it for thy courts above.'

"In the ardor of our first love, these
remains of 'inbred sin' are in the backMarch 20, 1961

PROV. 22:28

ground, but afterwards make themselves
felt again. Nothing is more common in
an experience meeting than to hear an
experience of this kind: 'When I was
converted I thought that I was entirely
delivered; but since, I have discovered
that I am still inclined to the things of
the world and have sharp contentions
with the flesh.'
"We hear more of shortcoming than of
progress in the divine life. Among the
saints it was not so.
"Job said: 'I know that my Redeemer
liveth.'
"David said: 'Come all ye that fear
the Lord and I will tell you what the
Lord has done for my soul.'
"Paul says: 1 am crucified with Christ,
nevertheless I live; yet not I, for Christ
liveth in me, and the life that I now live
in the flesh, I live by the faith of the Son
of God who loved me and gave himself
for me.'
"Peter exclaims: 'Blessed be the God
and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ;

which according to his abundant mercy,
hath begotten us again unto a lively hope
by the resurrection of Jesus Christ from
the dead.'
"John says: 'We love him, because he
first loved us.'
"If we find our state thus differing frbm
the saints, one of two conditions exists;
we are either backslidden in heart or we
lack something we never had. We will
cite a few passages of scripture on this
point:
"I Cor. 3:1-3: 'And I brethren, could
not speak unto you as unto spiritual, but
as unto carnal even as unto babes in
Christ. I have fed you with milk and not
with meat, for hitherto ye were not able
to bear it neither yet now are ye able.
For ye are yet carnal; for whereas there
is among you envying and strife, and divisions, are ye not carnal and walk as
men.'
"II Cor. 7:1: 'Having therefore these
promises, dearly beloved, let us cleanse
ourselves from all filthiness of the flesh
and spirit, perfecting holiness in the fear
of God.'
"John 17:17: 'Sanctify them through
thy truth; thy word is truth.' These passages refer to persons who were regenerated but not wholly sanctified.
"Sanctification, in its fulness, is the
completion of a process begun in regeneration and may be completed as soon as
a clear knowledge of its necessity is obtained and a perfect consecration effected. The following scriptures bear
testimony to this completion.
"II Cor. 7:1: 'Having therefore these
promises, dearly beloved, let us cleanse
ourselves from all filthiness of the flesh
and spirit, perfecting holiness in the fear
of God.'
"I John 1:7: 'But if we walk in the
light as he is in the light, we have fellowship one with another, and the blood
of Jesus Christ his Son cleanseth us from
all sin.'
"I Thess. 5:23: 'And the very God of
peace sanctify you wholly, and I pray
God your whole spirit and soul and body
be preserved blameless unto the coming
of our Lord Jesus Christ.'
"This passage in the German version
reads instead of wholly, through and
through, having an emphatic repetition.
"Eph. 1:13: 'In whom ye also trusted,
after that ye heard the word of truth,
the gospel of your salvation; in whom
also after that ye believed ye were
sealed with that holy spirit of promise.'
"Acts 2:4: 'And they were all filled
with the Holy Ghost and began to speak
with other tongues as the Spirit gave
them utterance.'
"Paul, Peter, John, Stephen, Zacharias,
Elizabeth, etc., were all filled with the
Holy Ghost.'"
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Fiftieth Anniversary
Celebration
Life Line mission was opened
Tunder
in San Francisco on January 3, 1911,
the supervision of Elizabeth
HE FIRST

(L. to r.) Judge Leland J. Lazarus, Avery A. Heisey, supt., Giles Parish, mission pastor, Rev.
Norman R. Allen, Amos Ruckwalter, Rishop Alvin C. Rurkholder,

Life Line Mission

J

29 was a great day for the Life
Line Mission. In the afternoon was
the dedication of the new mission. And,
in the evening was the celebration of the
Fiftieth Anniversary of the Life Line
Mission in San Francisco.
The new Mission and Men's Residence
on the corner of Fourth and Minna
Streets was formally dedicated with
about 240 friends of the Life Line
crowded into the mission chapel to witness the dedication service. It was especially grand to those who have poured
out their hearts and lives to make this
building and the program possible.
Participating in the services were
Judge Leland J. Lazarus of the Municipal Court of San Francisco, who briefly
outlined the development of welfare programs and welcomed the new mission to
San Francisco. Rev. Norman R. Allen,
of the Apostolic Faith congregation, confirmed that the- highest ministry to the
needy is that of giving them the Gospel
of the Lord Jesus Christ. Alvin C. Burkholder, bishop of the Pacific Regional
Conference, pictured the transformation
of the Life Line corner from a saloon to
a mission, taking for the topic of his dedicatory address, the Parable of the Good
Samaritan.
To help grace the occasion were beautiful flowers sent in by friends. Beautiful
organ music was made possible by an
organ lent for the occasion by Gararden's
Music Store and played by Kenneth
Bush, our staff musician. Inspiring vocal
numbers were presented by Eldon and
Harriet Bert.
Following the dedication was Open
House during which time the guests
were shown through the men's residence
section of the building. Afterward, a

ANDREW

ANUARY

(6)

Wingert, Andrew Wingert, and Phillip
Murray. It was located on San Francisco's old Barbary Coast, in a basement
under a corner saloon at Kearny and
Pacific Streets.
In the golden-anniversary service at
the chapel on Sunday night, January 29,
1961, many of the workers who had been
in the early program were present and
gave their testimonies. Every word was
inspiring, but we have selected key sentences from some of the testimonies for
this article.
ELIZABETH WINGERT: "We located in
the basement under the saloon because
it was available, and because fishermen
cast their lines where they believe there
are most fish in the smallest space."
WINGERT:

"We

did

not

dwaddle nor drag our feet. All equipment was in the mission in ten days."

MRS. HARRY BUCKWALTER: "I am now

retired, but the call never leaves—mine
is now the ministry of prayer. There's
weeping to this work."
HARRY BUCKWALTER: "I looked on the

Eldon and Harriet Rert, Upland, Calif.

buffet supper was served from the staff
dining room to 150 guests.
The superintendent, Avery Heisey,
pointed out that the purchase price of
the building was $50,000, with an additional $25,000 reflected in the property
value as improvements. He also stated
that, in the past year while construction
was in progress, one-third of the property
debt had been paid. He also informed
the audience that 50,000 free meals had
been served to the needy during 1960.
The opening of this building will enable the Life Line Mission to seat one
hundred fifty people comfortably; and to
present them with food for the body and
food for the soul. It will also enable
them to give around-the-clock care to
men who are in need of rehabilitation
in mind, body, and spirit. It provides
an opportunity for the man who has lost
his grip on life to regain faith in God,
in himself, and in society.
To all who read this, we can only say,
"Come and see!" Surely, you will exclaim with us, "What Hath God

Wrought?"

multitudes, and loved their souls."
GRACE PLUM CHAPLIN: "People and
locations change, but the message never
changes."
RUTH DOZIER: "I wanted to be a foreign missionary because it seemed glamorous to sail away in a big ship, but God
took away all my pride and brought me
to work in the Mission from 1939 to
1944."
'MIKE' ENGLE: "It was a blessing to

drive nails; it is a greater blessing to see
the finished work."
Many who had been saved and encouraged through the mission during the
(Continued on page twelve)

The artist's sketch of the new
Life Line Mission.
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W e Thank You
Dear Commission on Youth,
W e thank you for the large amount of
money you sent for the starting of
Youngways Hostel. All of us children
enjoy staying at the hostel.
In 1960 we had five boys and three
girls at Youngways. I was the oldest
(12 years) in 1960, but this year there is
one girl older than I am. There are ten
children in the hostel this year. All of
us go to Hillside School except Harriet
Sider. (Harriet goes to Townsend High
School.)
Your friend,

Worship, work and play
at the children's hostel, Bulawayo—
44

Youngways

A One-Year Retrospect
Miriam Stern

MERYL T H U M A

Story Hour.

s ONE year too short a trial period? We
Iyear;
have come to the end of our first hostel
and regardless of what misgivings

there may have been one year ago, we
know now that the idea of a hostel for
missionaiy school children is a very feasible one. In a new venture there must
be a period of trial and error. We feel
we have learned much and will continue
to do so in our seasoning process.
When we ponder on the progress made
by some of the children—whether in
memorization of Scripture, learning to
take responsibility in household duties,
or in the give and take of being one of a
large family, we feel definitely that the
hostel has an important role that cannot
be played by the government school
boarding houses. Here our children will
naturally be in touch with the church
and her doings. They will learn to know
our new missionary personnel better, for
Leander Avenue residences are an intersection for missionary traffic. Private
devotions as well as group devotions are
stressed for the spiritual maturing of the
child. Nor is the corrective sting absent;
the demerit system helps here.
We are highly fortunate in having access to a fine school system. Hillside
School (with a student enrollment o?
over 700) is near Youngways. This alMarch 20, 1961
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It's easy with an electric stove.

lows for keen competition. We feel the
cultural side of their school life is very
commendable. The three older children
painted lovely trays in art class as well
as made useful articles in crafts. All of
the children are in school choirs, go out
for swimming and other sports.
The children attend the Malindela
Baptist Church—a warmly evangelical
group. We appreciate the excellent
Sunday School and club activities provided throughout the week. Often the
children walk to church—about a mile—
for the car is usually at the African location churches about eight miles away.
Rev. Edwards, the minister, gives very
fitting children's talks as a prelude to the
main worship service on Sundays. These
choice morsels we often have with our
Sunday roast at noon.
How are we expansion-wise? Who can
know the size of the missionary families
five years from now? It is a bit of a guess,
but we anticipate a gradual climb from
our first year's eight to over twenty in
1965. Toward the end of 1961, we plan
to add to our "already much added-to"
house. Already it looks as though it
grew like Topsy. We aim to have juniors and seniors grouped in separate
rooms. Much palaver is necessary to
meet municipal specifications, Then, of

Basic training.

A Mother Thanks
W e are deeply grateful to each of you
who has helped to make Youngways a
reality. W e also thank God for thus providing for our little ones. For many
years our missionary children have lived
in Government Hostels while attending
school. In 1959, eight-year-old Priscilla
eagerly entered Boarding School. How
thrilled she was to go! But the first
time I visited her, she clung to me and
with a quavering voice said, "Mommy, I
want you to come to see me every week."
With painful eagerness she looked forward to "going home" times. Then, all
too soon, came the heart-rending times
of sending her back, when she would
cling to me and cry. I would pull her
from me, struggling to control my own
emotions.
But this year, how different!
Sheila
joined Priscilla at school and the hostel
was Youngways! There were no tears,
no clinging, no hiding in the closet on
the morning of departure. But to us,
their parents, who have them with us so
little, it is more than this: the Scripture
memorization, family worship, household chores and the happy, Christian
atmosphere along with firm discipline,
are giving to our children what we want
them to have — a Christian Home.
T H A T A BOOK
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Meryl, ironing master.
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First year crop: Richard, Meryl, Franklin, Steve,
Philip, Janet, Priscilla, and Sheila.

course, it must be done the cheapest way
possible.
We have also lost a valuable member
of our staff, Martie Long. The only
good thing about her leaving is that her
room will accommodate the additional
girls for 1961! Our number will be increased to ten—more work but also more
to help to work! We try to keep our
African help to a minimum in order to
necessitate children participation. One
seven-year-old boy remarked one evening, "You know, Auntie, when I first
came to the hostel, I just hated to do
dishes. Now I don't even mind it anymore." We want the children to love
life; and since life is made up of work,
it is necessary for them to learn to love
work.
At times our hearts and eyes overflowed when a child would pray that he
might be a real missionary at school, or
would mention the name of a schoolmate
whom he wanted to become a Christian.
So far, there seems to be an excellent
balance, and we are truly eager that thev
will never be ashamed that they are
Christians. This speaks well for the home
training they have had from their parents. Then, at the hostel, they share their
common problems and gain backbone
from one another's courage.
We do covet your continued prayers
and interest as we face this next year.
We shall miss "Martie" [Long] so much.
We are trusting the Lord for extra
strength, patience and wisdom. Pete is
on the go so much, with his educational
duties and supervision of the Bulawayo
churches, that we will have to depend on
the older children to shoulder more responsibilities. We have had one good
year together; we eagerly anticipate
another.
STEP IN—ON A SATURDAY MOBNING

I wish you could step in on a Saturday
morning and see the youngsters in their
aprons happily about their work of dusting, polishing, cooking, washing dishes,
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Priscilla, mix-master.

etc. Go into the dining-room and see on
the wall the Scripture Memorization
Chart indicating the chapters and passages learned. See the bulletin board
with its two hands with outspread fingers
telling each child what his tasks are for
the week, also the pictures and interesting newspaper clippings.
From a letter, by parents

One of the punishments that I disliked
most was to be "gated." That means to
be kept at school when we could go
home. At Youngways Hostel we have a
different system. When we have five demerits, we have to stay home when the
others go swimming on Saturday afternoon which is a very special thing, but
isn't so terrible as being gated.

W E COMPARE OUR PUNISHMENTS

(Forms of discipline seem very important to children. Priscilla, having
spent a year at the government boarding
school, has had many experiences that
our younger ones have not had.—MKS)
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I was very happy when I knew that I
was going to the Government Hostel. I
never dreamed of the punishments that
we were to have.

PRISCILLA BOOK

First Floor in New Delhi
PART FOUR (CONCLUSION)

INDU, Buddhist, Moslem—are there
H
others? Oh, yes! The most precious
is the fellowship of the saints, those who

know and love our Lord. Bible Study
groups have met often in our home since
our coming here. Others come as guests,
or for a time of prayer and fellowship.
One such is Betty Robinson.
Betty is a missionary under the Ohio
Friends' Mission. Her husband, Clifton,
is a busy man with a large and effective
ministry. His passport carries an interesting identification: "Minister-at-large
in India." In all of her husband's responsibilities, Betty stands faithfully by.
Betty and I often have good times together. One morning she came through
our door to share a prayer burden with
me. We claimed the promises from God's
Word together, and took our stand in
prayer. And the Lord answered! Yesterday, Betty rang the doorbell once again.
Would I come with her to take Mrs. John
to the station to catch her train for Madras. We could visit Sally on our way
home.
We did. Sally can't come to us, so
we must go to her. She needs us. Before going in to see her, we prayed,
"Lord, grant to Sally today a divine

touch so that her brain will coordinate.
May she be able to think clearly and
take in what Thou dost desire to tell her.
And Lord Jesus, anoint us especially for
this hour."
This unusual prayer prepared the way
for us to meet this American girl who is
laid helpless as a victim of multiple
sclerosis. Her mother and family far
away, Sally is here among Hindu relations; for she is married to a well-educated, personable young Indian businessman who she met about seven years ago
in the States. Sally's case would be
heartbreaking if we couldn't point her to
Jesus. But we can—and we did! His
presence filled the room! Sally wept and
thanked us for once more showing her
our living Lord.
*

o
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First floor? Yes, for a little while.
Three months of our six months' special
assignment is gone. While we are ministering to potential millions over the airwaves, we are also finding hungry hearts
coming to us through our door. To one
and all, whether far or near, we have
only one answer: Jesus Christ, Our Lord,
Our Saviour, Our Sufficiency.
Leoda Buckwalter

Evangelical Visitor

BOY studying by himself, while his
A
mother divides her attention between
a baby, food cooking, and him, wonders,

Why did we come to Japan? Didn't
Jesus mean for me to go to school like
other hoys? On the other hand, if the
school, tucked away in rural Japan has
only four pupils, the same boy, finds
himself thinking, Isn't this fun! I'm glad
my parents came to Japan as missionaries.
When I was in Japan, going from mission station to mission station, I was in
many homes and saw many different
school situations. I saw the spiritual
problems which develop in the lives of
the missionary children as a result of the
handling of their schooling. I came to
see that the greatest personal problem
of the missionary is the education of his
children. When this is correctly solved
the missionary is free to do more effective work.
There are two frequent solutions. One
is the busy mother, teaching her children
by the use of the Calvert Method. She
may prove to be a competent teacher,
but the responsibilities of home and
school curtail any spiritual blessing she
might be to the community. The other
solution is sending the child away, often
miles to Tokyo. Though effort is made
to provide a home atmosphere, the parent is lonely and the child has the feeling that he isn't wanted. This often
leads to a resentment of the Gospel by
the child.
The happiest solution is the local
school, where two or more missionary
families live close enough together to
have their own teacher. Fortunate, indeed, is the mission who has a dedicated
teacher who, receiving little or no salary,
will go to a foreign country to teach the
children of missionaries.
Such a person is Edna Wingerd, teacher in Hagi, Japan. When I was there,
her little school included John Cunningham, Augustana Lutheran, nine-years-old
and in the third grade; Michael Graybill,
United Christian, eight-years-old and his
sister Brenda, six-years-old, in the second
and first grades respectively; and Margaret Willms, Brethren in Christ, fiveyears-old and in kindergarten.
It is a happy and unexpected pleasure
for Edna Wingerd to be teaching this
group of children. Unexpected because
when she felt the Lord had called her to
Japan, and she applied to the Mission
Board, her application was rejected. The
Board was not accepting single women
as missionaries in Japan. They had their
points. All the Orient is man-conscious,
but Japan is perhaps even more so. A

(L. to r.) Margaret Willms, John Cunningham, Michael and Brenda Graybill with their teacher,
Edna Wingerd.

Do-It-Yourself Missionary
Dorothy C. Haskin

single woman missionary in Japan has to
find exactly the right niche.
Miss Wingerd prayed again. "No" or
not "no" she still thought the Lord would
have her go to Japan. Then the Willmses
came home on furlough and Edna Wingerd heard Mary Willms tell of the need
for a teacher. As Mrs. Willms expressed
the problem, "Children aren't born with
a missionary call. They have to be
trained and taught. If they are happy,
they can help in establishing the church,
by their witness to national children.
But how can they be happy away from
their parents, or taught by mother, with
no school mates. The Lord has sent my
husband to Japan and I'm looking to
Him to provide a teacher for not only our
children, but also the Graybills'.''
After the meeting Edna Wingerd went
to speak to Mrs. Willms. The Lord obviously had a place for her. She was a
third grade teacher in the public school
in Ontario, California. And so things
were arranged for Edna Wingerd to
become a "do-it-yourself" missionary.
She secured a leave of absence from her
school and offered to go to Hagi for two
years. She saved her own money for her
fare and brought with her nearly all the
This article was written in the Orient, where books and supplies she would need. The
Dorothy C. Haskin is on a missionary writing Board agreed to pay for a "plate" at the
tour for World Vision Inc,
March 20, 19Q1

Willmses' table. Peter Willms felt that as
the Mennonite Central Committee paid
their volunteer workers ten dollars per
month, the Board might do that. They
agreed.
She fits happily into the Willms household, teaching the children, living in the
small maid's room. (When I was there,
she even willingly gave up her room and
slept in the living-room, most certainly
a sacrifice beyond the call of the Lord.)
Evenings and summer vacation she studied Japanese, fitting more and more into
the missionary picture.
Unfortunately, it is a story with an unhappy ending. The books and supplies
grow less each day. She can't live forever on ten dollars a month and her savings. She came July 16, 1960. Her two
years will be up before her students are
ready for high school when it would be
feasible to send them away to school.
The need for a teacher will be as great
as before. Surely, in a denomination as
large as the Brethren in Christ, there is
another teacher who is willing to sacrifice as did Edna Wingerd. It is true
that the position of teacher in a small
village in western Japan does not sound
very world-stirring. But it is shaping
young lives and hearts for Christ. Greater
work than one woman can do!
(9)

THE PLATFORM

ARTS -

MESSIAH

A new student activity has come into being—
the Speaking Choir. Organized by the Platform
Arts Club, the Choir will present a choral narration entitled, "Christ in the Concrete City."
The team of six students and the director plan
several week-end services in Pennsylvania, as
well as a tour to Canada the week of Easter.
The narrative portrays the story of the Crucifixion and Resurrection. The individuals who
witness this event are typically indifferent and
sound much like people today. As they discover the meaning of the cross and the Gospel
claim upon their lives, they reveal a challenge
that is vital for our day.
Members of the choir are James Cober, Kenneth Rrubaker, John Monn, Anita Hoke, Carolyn Tyson, and Ruth Rryan, with David Eshelman as director.
DR. C. F. ESHELMAN TO COORDINATE
MISSIONS INSTITUTE AT W H E A T O N
The Messiah College Dean of Faculty, Dr.
C. F. Eshelman, h i s been appointed as coordinator for the Summer Institute of Missions to
be held at Wheaton College, June 13 to
July 21.
The Institute of Missions originated at the
request of leaders who felt the need for rich
Christian fellowship and stimulating graduate
courses as a refresher for missionaries on furlough. This Fifth Annual Institute is offered
in cooperation with the Interdenominational
Foreign Missions Association and the Evangelical Foreign Missions Association.
In addition to administrational responsibilities, Dr. Eshelman will also teach three courses:
Missionary Evangelism, Problems in Missionary
Trends, and Mental Hygiene for Missionaries.
Dr. Eshelman states that a number of missionary leaders will join him in the seminar discussions.
GOSPEL TEAM TO N E W YORK
It has been said • that cities are immortal.
And this phrase came alive with new meaning
to those who had the opportunity of visiting
the nation's greatest city, New York, at the
close of first semester.
Our Gospel Team — Irene Frank, Mary Jane
Lehman, Verna Oberholtzer, Ruth Waggoner,
Darrel Bigham, Joe Ginder, Dewey Hartsock,
Carl Knepper, and Clifford Lloyd — left the
Messiah College campus at noon, January 27.
Arriving at the Fellowship Chapel, the Bronx,
we prepared for a busy evening.
Traveling by subway, we visited the Angel
Memorial House, a mission to the Jews. The
service that night gave us new insight into
Christianity as we listened to the thrilling testimonies of converted Jews.
After a busy Saturday of touring the big
city we prepared for the evening service at the
Bowery. Our guide was a Christian teen-ager
from Brooklyn, Donald Francis. The Gospel
Team was tremendously challenged by the
testimony of this young fellow. He seemed to
be tjie only bright spot amid the dark countenances of men who showed no spark of h a p piness or hope, only blankness, indifference, or
disrespect.
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Sunday, our final day in New York, was
filled to the brim. Clifford Lloyd ministered at
the Brooklyn Mission. The other team members
had charge of the Sunday School and worship
service in the beautiful little Fellowship
Chapel. Our final program was on Sunday
night at the Negro mission in Brooklyn. W e
young people were challenged with the zeal
and dedication of our missionaries as they live
and labor in the heart of New York City.
VERNA OBERHOLTZER

UPLAND M O T E T BEGINS SPRING TOUR
The thirty well-trained voices of the Upland
College Motet have entered into their springtime series of sacred concerts. Under the direction of Myron Tweed, the Motet is presenting
concerts of sacred classics, spirituals, and favorite hymns throughout Southern California
beginning February 26 at the Mt. Baldy Village Church near Upland, and ending with
the home concert in the Upland Church on
May 28. On Easter Sunday evening the vocal
group starts a tour to churches in Northern
California and Oregon. Evening programs are
scheduled in these Northern California cities:
Waukena, San Francisco, Oakland, Yuba City,
Eureka and Sacramento. Oregon cities include
Portland, Hillsboro, Hubbard, Albany, and
Grants Pass.
The purpose of the annual concerts is to
present the testimony of all students in word
and song, to the glory of God. The concerts
bring spiritual blessing to all who hear.
FINANCE DIRECTOR NAMED TO
UPLAND STAFF
Recognizing the great need of assistance in
the area of financial solicitation, the Upland
College Board of Trustees has named Mr. Dick
Richardson as Vice President in Finance and
Development. In making the announcement,
President John Z. Martin stated that he has
known Mr. Richardson and his leadership
ability ever since their college years together.
Mr. Richardson earned his Bachelor of Arts
degree at Asbury College with a major in
public speaking. From there he entered Asbury
College with a major in public speaking. From
there he entered Asbury Theological Seminary
for studies leading to the Bachelor of Divinity
degree. Following this period he served as a
minister in Peris, Kentucky, while continuing
his education at the University of Kentucky. In
1947 he received his Master of Arts degree with
a minor in secondary education and a major
in physical education.
For a period of time Mr. Richardson served
on the faculty at Asbury College before entering Syracuse University for studies leading to
the Doctor of Philosophy degree in Sociology
and Anthropology.
After his Syracuse studies Mr. Richardson
served the Welfare Federation of Los Angeles,
holding seminar classes in every phase of community fund-raising organization. He is wellknown through the Los Angeles area for his
strong leadership in community fund-raising
campaigns. He also supervised the community
fund-raising campaign in Muncie, Indiana,

before returning to his home in Fullerton,
California, and beginning his work at Upland
College.
CANADIAN COUNCIL O F CHURCHES
TO USE NCC CAMPUS
The Canadian Council of Churches, representing the major religious denominations in
Canada, plan to conduct a missionary orientation program on the campus of NCC during
the summer of this year. The course is greatly
enlarged from former years, both in personnel
and in duration. More than 40 are expected to
enroll in the three-month course beginning
July 1.
The purpose of the course is to prepare
missionaries of any faith for the work and culture into which they plan to go. This is done
by means of regular lecture sessions presided
over by professors from various educational institutions throughout the Dominion. Special
lectures on special themes are an integral part
of the course.
As much as possible national Christians are
secured as special lecturers, representing the
countries the missionaries plan to enter. Lectures
from these nationals provide first hand information concerning the situations and problems
the missionary will be facing.
In this way the Canadian, Council of
Churches provides an invaluable service to the
missionary inductee: reports from newly arrived missionaries speak of the benefits obtained
in such a course.
The Canadian Council of Churches has made
application to the College Trustee Board with
a view to locating their missionary orientation
program here for several years. The College
was chosen as the site for this program because
of its location and proximity to transportation
facilities, as well as its esthetic surroundings.
American Student
Inquiries:
Inquiries concerning NCC continue to come
from interested students in the United States.
While it is too early in the school year to state
a trend, indications are that next year's student
body will contain a good number of American
students from the Eastern and Central Conferences.
An interest among the presently enrolled students remains high. The following picture
wis taken during a study period in the college
library. Study can be fun!

Students at work in NCC Library

Evangelical Visitor

YOUTH
E CALLED him "Jakey" behind his
back and "Preacher Murray" to his
W
face. At the turn of the century he was

the counterpart of the old-time circuit
rider. He was pastor of three churches,
separated not by so many miles as the
crow flies, but by twenty miles of road
winding over hill and dale, suffocatingly
dusty in summer and almost engulfingly
miry in winter. Under modern means of
transportation by automobile over improved highways twenty miles is as
nothing. But a half-century ago, that
distance through the heat of summer by
horse and buggy, and through the biting
cold of winter by horse back, was arduous indeed.
The minister rotated his Sunday services, though it was thought that our
church at Sugar Grove received more
than its share. Perhaps that was because
we needed it more. Aleppo was his
home church and Quiet Dell which
seemed in every respect to merit its
name, was the most distant. Sugar Grove
—perhaps the best thing about it was its
name—was a tiny village of some dozen
or so families. The outlying farm districts furnished perhaps twice as many.
It was a lusty, boisterous, irreverent little
place. Perhaps not so much irreverent
as afraid to display any reverence. The
finer sensibilities were derided, more for
lack of them. The younger men would
have thought they showed a lack of
virility if they had entered the church
with the women, girls and older people.
They chose rather to make a noticeably
noisy entrance after the sermon was begun. At their entry, Jakey would preach
louder and more vociferously, urging the
wicked to forsake his evil ways, the unrighteous man his thoughts, to flee from
wrath to come, lest he come to death unsaved and be cast into Hell where the
worm dieth not and the fire is not
quenched. I am sure they did not want
to miss a sermon, but felt it beneath them
to betray any interest whatever.

Preacher Murray was often hard put to
maintain order and quiet. Sometimes
he would drop his voice to a whisper,
much to the discomfiture of the noisy
one. Today no minister is required to
endure such conduct. What fortitude it
must have taken to face that hoydenish
crowd night after night. A less stouthearted man would have given up in
disgust, if not fear.
Jakey was at his best in revivals, or,tas
we called them, protracted meetings. I
can still hear his impassioned voice ringMarch 20, 1961

My Most Unforgettable
CHARACTER
Emma McCann Beasley
ing out, begging sinners to repent, to be
washed in the blood of the Lamb. Telling of the great rejoicing in Heaven over
one sinner that turned from death into
life, who had his name written in the
Lamb's book of life. These meetings
were always held in the winter season
when the farm people had the leisure
time to attend. He, who came forward
to give the Pastor his hand and the Saviour his heart, would later be baptized.
Nothing was thought of being immersed
in a creek in the dead of winter. And as
a matter of fact, I never knew of anyone
being made ill by this.

The method of baptism by the Dunkards or Brethren was trine immersion.
The applicant knelt in the water and
was dipped three times face foremost—
in the name of the Father—and of the
Son—and of the Holy Ghost. Some fainthearted souls would await summer for
this rite. When the news would spread
about a baptizing, a great crowd would
gather. Buggy loads of people would
start arriving in the early afternoon, to
get a good vantage point. Jakey would
be one of the last to arrive. Often he
would be accompanied by his wife. It
is said that when the home church was
asked to give consent for her husband to
enter the ministry—that consent was all
that was required in those days—she was
the only one who voted against it. Perhaps she saw more clearly the difficulties
and heartaches that lay ahead. I can
see them go dashing by now, Jakey urging on the sweating horse, dust swirling,

making the color of the spokes of the
wheels indistinguishable and furthei
bending the already dust laden weeds by
the roadside. Jakey was forever in a
rush. He probably never realized how
hard he was on his horses. He was simply trying to keep them apace with his
thoughts.
Besides being a preacher, Jakey was
also a schoolteacher. .The people in the
tri-circuit were like many of today, they
thought religion should be free. So the
preacher had to teach school to maintain
his family. The church was supported
by voluntary contributions and these
were not lavish, to say the least.
Families, of his denomination and
others, liked for Preacher Murrary to
give the funeral sermon for their departed. The irreverent referred to it as
having Jakey preach them into Heaven.
He was adept at searching out the best
in the dear departed, on the basis of so
much good in even the worst of us. The
bereaved family would be so buoyed up
by the hearing of the virtues of the loved
ones extolled, that they would go home
comforted. However, came the day,
when one passed on, for whom there
seemed nothing good to say. This man,
noted for his evil ways, lost his life in a
drunken accident. A larger crowd than
usual was in attendance at the obsequies,
bent on hearing Jakey perform the impossible—preach this man into Heaven.
There was an expectant, not unsympathetic hush over the crowded church,
when Preacher Murray rose to speak.
Each one was wondering what could be
said to console this sorely stricken family.
Quietly, and with dignity he said, "You
all are familiar with the circumstances
surrounding this tragedy. I can only say
he is in the hands of a just God." Then
he went on in a passionate plea to the
living to be ever ready for death. It
was Jakey's greatest funeral oration.
I have always been of the opinion that
the world lost a great Thespian when
Jakey chose the church as his life work.
He undoubtedly had a flair for the dramatic. He always spoke with emphasis
and fervor. Years later when he conducted devotional services for a session
(11)

of Teacher's Institute, a friend seated
next to this writer, remarked that no explanation of that Scripture was necessary; Jakey had read with such perfect
intonation.
After all these year, I remember a sermon given at New Year's time. Preacher
Murray did not foolishly urge us to make
useless resolutions, but rather showed
us how irrevocable the past was and
what care we should take over what
went into the record of the years. His
text was St. John 19:22. He made it
plain that while Pilate could have
changed what he had written, we could
not. "What I have written"—he paused,
looked over his half-glasses, smoothed
down the thinning, gray hair, gave a soft
stamp on the uncarpeted pulpit—"I have
written."
I doubt if Preacher Murray was familiar with the immortal line of the Rubaiyat!
The moving finger writes and having writ,
Moves on: nor all thy piety nor wit
Shall lure it back to cancel half a line,
Nor all thy tears wash out a word of it.

But the implication was all there. Every
one squirmed on the hard, bare pews,
regretting all the unrepentant years. One
small girl wondered furtively if she
might not be able to erase that mark she
had made on the wall behind the kitchen
stove; the mark indicated it was her
sister's turn to perform the unpleasant
task of doing the dishes. But the relentless voice went on, "What I have written
—I have written."

Life Line Chapel
(Continued from page six)
years stood to testify. A few excerpts
follow:
SAM BASICH: "I used to listen to the
Mission from across the street. They
told me to come over on the right side."
IGNATIUS ALES: "I came to San Francisco in the spring of 1915 and found a
room near the Mission. The devil
thought to put me in the midst of sin, but
I went to the Mission and found the
Lord."
DAVID ROHRER: "My grandfather was
a minister, but I was a lost sheep. Elizabeth Wingert and others prayed me in,
and I have now served the Lord for 30
years."
THEODORE EGLING: "I was reclaimed in

the Mission and joined because I loved
the people. I didn't even know what
church I was joining. It has been my
spiritual home for 24 years."
JOHN LUTERAN: "I thank God friends
invited me to the Mission and I thank
God for the work of the Holy Spirit."
ADOLPH JORDAN: "Eight year ago, mis(12)

erable, dejected, I went to the Mission.
Now I belong to the family of God."
STANLEY JACOBSON: "I got saved at the
Mission May 24, 1959. I have been
learning the Word 'fast and furious,' and
I mean to be a Mission worker. Our
whole family got saved about the same
time."
MARJORIE WOLFKIEL: "TWO and a half
years ago the Lord saved me from all my
sins. I had lived on skid row for 20
years. I intend to serve Him the rest of
my life." (Marjorie is cook at the new
Mission.)
KENNETH BUSH: "My life was lived for
the devil for about 35 years; now it is for
the Lord." (Kenneth is staff organist.)
The fact that "other men labored and
we are entered into their labors" makes
the present task none the less arduous.
We, therefore, covet your earnest prayers
for Rev. Heisey and his consecrated staff.
—Mrs. Stanley Millar, reporter

CHURCH NEWS
BULLETIN-BITS
The
Samuel Wolgemuth family
from
Wheaton, Illinois were guests and shared in the
services at Christian Union Church near Garrett, Indiana the weekend of February 19.
C. O. Wittlinger, Messiah College, Grantham, Pa., was guest speaker for the installation of Christ's Crusaders officers at Cross
Roads, Pa., Sunday evening, February 19.
Joel Carlson represented Home Missions and
Extension work at Cross Roads, Pa., Sunday
morning, February 19.
LeRoy Walters, Jr., was guest speaker at
Waynesboro, Pa. for Christ's Crusaders Day,
February 19.
Jack Yost was guest speaker in a recent Sunday morning service at Manor, Pa.
Henry N. Hostetter, speaking concerning his
six months' tour in Africa, held services in the
Midwest and Pacific Conferences, February 20
to March 5.
A quote from the Elizabethtown, Pa. bulletin: "Our former organist, Miss Jane Martin,
has achieved the highest grades in her school
of 450 students as she is furthering her schooling in Beruit, Lebanon."
The Annual Franklin County (Pa.) Missionary Conference convenes at the Antrim
Church, March 23-26.
Allen G. Brubaker conducted revival services with the Antrim, Pa. congregation, February 12-19. The Mt. Alto E.U.B. Church Male
Chorus was featured Saturday evening, February 18.
Norman Wingert spoke of their recent working in Hong Kong in the Sunday evening service, February 12 at Upland, California.
Jesse F . Lady will conduct a week of evangelism services at Pasadena, California, April
2-9.
Mrs. Robert Battles, wife of the Christian
Missionary Alliance pastor of Orlando, Florida,
was guest speaker Sunday evening, February
12 at the Orlando Church.

Marion Heisey, former I-W worker at the
Navajo Mission, presented slides and spoke in
the Sunday evening service, Amherst Community Church, Massillon, Ohio, February 12.
Chino, California reports a very successful
Valentine's banquet by their Christ's Crusaders.
Friday evening service of the World Day of
Prayer representing the churches of Chino was
held in the Brethren in Christ Church with
Thurman Rynbrandt of the Reformed Church
as guest speaker.
E. J. Swalm conducted a week of evangelism
at Waynesboro, Pa., March 14-21.
Chambersburg, Pa., reports: Wilbur Burkholder was chosen to serve as a deacon of the
congregation February 12, 1961. Henry Hostetter spoke of his tour to Africa morning
and evening, February 19.
Paul Book filled the pulpit at Fairview, Ohio,
Sunday morning, February 19. The pastor,
Erwin Thomas was absent due to the illness of
his father, Rev. Lewis Thomas, now living at
Mooretown, Michigan.
Elam Dormer began a series of meetings at
the Rust Church, Hillman, Michigan, Sunday,
February 20.
Avery Musser, pastor at Maytown, Pa., conducted "Morning Devotions" over station
WEZN the week of February 19.
Sherkston, Ontario conducted their spring
revival services March 7-19 with Charlie B.
Byers as evangelist. April 5-9 is scheduled as
their World Mission Conference with Henry
Hostetter and H. G. Adams as guest speakers.
Glenn Diller from Grants Pass, Oregon is
scheduled for a series of meetings at Port Colborne, Ontario, March 29-April 9. Bro. Diller
conducted a very successful evangelistic campaign in this same community some years ago.
Pastor Ralph Wenger reports special services
at Five Forks, Pa., February 26-March 5 with
Dr. Charles Eshelman from Messiah College as
evangelist.
CHRIST'S CRUSADERS DAY IN VIRGINIA
The Farris Mines young people shared in a
Christ's Crusaders Day in the Bethel Brethren
in Christ Church, Feb.^5, 1961. The national
theme was "Surrender." The following topics
were discussed:
1. The soldier must receive and answer a
call to duty.
2. The soldier must be physically ready to
serve.
3. The soldier must have proper equipment.
4. The soldier must be trained.
Bro. Moyer, the pastor, presented the final
challenge of the evening when he spoke on
"The Rewards a Soldier Receives."
As a return service, the Bethel Christ's Crusaders gave the Sunday night service February
19 at the Farris Mines Church. A panel discussed the topic "How I Know God is Real."
Bro. Herr, the pastor, gave a challenging
message from Daniel.
Doris Moyer
KENBROOK BIBLE CAMP
Stanley Long, Chairman of the Kenbrook
Bible Camp Publicity Committee, announces
the following schedule for the summer of 1961:
Boys—
Ages
Camp Dates
8, 9, 10
July 1-8
11, 12
8-15
13, 14, 15
15-22
Girls8, 9, 10
July 22-29
11, 12
July 29-Aug. 5
13, 14, 15
Aug. 5-12
If you have not seen a publicity piece, send
your request to Stanley Long, Annville, Pa.
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Special Notices
GENERAL C O N F E R E N C E 1961
The General Conference of the Brethren in
Christ Church is scheduled to convene June 14,
1961, at the Roxbury Camp Grounds, Roxbury,
Pennsylvania.
The General Conference Program Bulletin is
now being compiled. All matter for inclusion
in the Bulletin should be in the hands of the
General Conference Secretary not later than
April 1, 1961. W e ask all Regional Conference
Secretaries, Congregational Secretaries, Board
and Committee Secretaries and others having
material for publication in the Bulletin to
kindly give attention to the matter.
It is recalled that trustees of local church
property will be confirmed by the Regional
Conferences beginning this year rather than by
the General Conference as has been done previously.
W e wish to call the attention of all delegates
and members of Conference to the necessity of
taking to Conference a copy of the Manual of
Doctrine and Government
(Second Edition).
There has been no re-print of the Manual during the year. As a result there will be no
Manuals available for distribution at Conference.
The Financial Reports will be presented to
Conference in a supplemental bulletin as was
done last year.
H. H. Brubaker
General Conference
Secretary
2001 Paxton Street
Harrisburg, Pa.

GENERAL CONFERENCE LODGING
Those planning to attend General Conference at Roxbury, Pa., June 14 to 19, please note
the following:
(1.) Pastors will receive full information
concerning lodging about May 1. The mailing
will include 'a poster for your bulletin board
and a questionnaire to be filled out.
(2.) If, as a board member, delegate, or
visitor, you plan to attend General Conference,
kindly report to your pastor before May 18.
(3.) Your lodging committee will do all they
possibly can to provide for your comfort and
convenience. The following are three plans we
will pursue in providing entertainment:
( a ) We will provide free accommodations
to as many as possible on the Roxbury
Camp Grounds and in private homes.
( b ) We will secure available accommodations in non-Brethren in Christ homes
at a nominal charge. (Guests will
pay the host directly.)
(c) A brochure is being prepared for
those desiring motel accommodations.
Each pastor will have some of these
about May 1. You will need to make
your own reservations with the motels.
Your kind cooperation will simplify our effort and enable us to serve you better. For
additional information, please contact N. Eber
Lehman, 1 S. Hanover St., Carlisle, Pa.
ABILENE,

KANSAS

Doyle and Thelma Book were with us Sunday afternoon, February 5 for a Youth Rally.
The youth from Rosebank were present for the
afternoon and remained for the evening service. The Books appeared in Japanese costume.
Their display of the Japanese items and the
pictures they presented on the screen were of
real interest and benefit.
Ralph Wenger, pastor of the Five Forks congregation in Franklin County, Pa., was our
evangelist from Feb. 3-12. His ministry both
in preaching and special singing proved to be
a time of blessing. Many received new joy and
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victory. A Mexican, Roman Catholic in faith,
came to the service one evening and remained
to pray. H e returned on Saturday for the daytime service and gave his personal testimony.
M. M. Book, Charles Rickel, and Bro.
Wenger were our guest speakers for our communion service which was held Saturday afternoon, February 11.
One of our aged sisters, Mary Brandt, is in
the Abilene Memorial Hospital with a broken
hip.
As a result of some study and research, R. L.
Eshelman, gave an interesting talk on the history of the Abilene Church, giving special
attention to the early days of Sunday school.
TORONTO,

ONTARIO

William Parlane, a Christian business man
and a professional artist, presented a chalk
drawing along with the evening message on
Christ's Crusaders Day. A feature of the day
was a progressive dinner, thoroughly enjoyed
by all.
1960 saw an increase in attendance of 22%
over last year. Events such as our fall revival
conducted by John Schock of DeRossett, Tennessee and activities pertaining to the Christmas season were features that helped us reach
still further into our community.
On January 1 1 a united prayer meeting composed of neighboring churches in our area, was
held at our church. The service was well attended and proved a real blessing to each one
in attendance.
Mrs. Beulah M. Shoup
CHRISTIAN U N I O N , INDIANA

Reports:

"And so built w e "
One year after we had met for groundbreaking, we shared together in a special dedication of our new facilities. The celebration
climaxed a week of special services with Rev.
and Mrs. Jesse F . Lady. The presence of our
Bro. and Sr. Lady was especially significant
since this is Sr. Lady's home church and community.
The history of this church goes back more
than one-hundred years. When a schoolhouse
which was first used as a worship center became inadequate; larger quarters were needed
so the church was first built in 1882. Because
of structural weaknesses, the building was torn
down and rebuilt on the same site and with the
same bricks in 1908. While various denominations were represented in the earlier years,
most of the representative groups have now
built their own places of worship leaving the
trusteeship and pastoring of the present Christian Union Church to our particular brotherhood.
Numerous improvements have been made
throughout the years but our recent dedication represented the first major enlargement of
the structure. W e added nearly 3,000 square
feet of floor space on a two-story split-level
design 28 x 48 feet. The extension is to the
north and east of the original church, of matching Old-English brick. The new entrance and
vestibule give easy access to the chapel, newly
equipped with oak furnishings and wall to
wall carpeting. The upper level provides overflow seating, a nursery, equipment for four
Sunday school classes, the pastor's study, and
a council room. The fellowship room on the
lower level has a fireplace and suitable partitions for classrooms plus a complete kitchen.
We appreciated having out-of-state brethren
and sisters and representatives of the churches
here in Indiana. Some 200 persons were
present for the fellowship dinner at noon with
about 185 attending the dedication service in
the afternoon. Dr. Jesse Lady gave the dedication message. Bishop Carl Ulery led in the
dedicatory ritual, and Elam Dohner, the pastor, gave significant recognitions and acknowledgements.
This "do-it-yourself" project is unique in
that the actual cost was less than the estimate.

Christian Union Church, Garrett, Indiana
(new entrance and side view).

Christian Union Church, Garrett, Ind. (view
of newly-furnished interior).
Guests from our brotherhood and other denominations are amazed at the quality and attractiveness of the plant considering the dollars
expended.
The pressures and stresses of the year of
building welded the congregation into a closer
fellowship of love, understanding, and appreciation for one another. Now, with broadening
vision, we endeavor to win the lost of our community and bring them into fellowship with
Him.
HIGHLAND, O H I O

Our revival services were held January 15
to 29 with Paul Book as our evangelist. W e appreciated our brother's ministry. The Word
was spoken with power.
SPRINGFIELD, O H I O

Hess Brubaker, pastor of the West Charleston congregation, climaxed our Crusader Day
with a challenging message on "Surrender."
This was a day of rich fellowship and spiritual
encouragement. The young people of the congregation, led by Frances Ulery, shared in the
services throughout the day, rendering special
numbers in song, presenting devotional periods,
and speaking on assigned subjects.
A fellowship dinner was shared at noon and
during the afternoon the young people visited
shut-ins and shared with them a spiritual ministry.
Our ladies' organization is enjoying the
work for the hospital in Africa. Their particular project is sewing hospital gowns.
Mrs. James Payne
CHAMBERSBURG, P A .

Our revival services were held January 17-29
with Rev. Roy Sider of Sherkston, Ontario as
our evangelist. He preached the Word of God
in a plain and simple manner. W e rejoice with
those who sought the Lord for the first time,
also those who followed the Lord in the deeper
experience. Our prayers and well wishes are
with Bro. Sider as he continues his labors for

the Lord.
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(Bro. Hostetler is first in t h e brotherhood in
the number of gift subscriptions of the
Evangelical
Visitor.)
CONOY, P A .

Eli and Lydia Hostetler.
FRUMVILLE, FLORIDA

The weekend of January 22 we fellowshipped together in our love-feast occasion. Between the afternoon and evening services on
Saturday we enjoyed a fellowship meal at the
church. A nice group numbering thirty or
more shared in the feetwashing and communion service. W e were happy to have Bish.
M. L. Dohner of Ashland, Ohio assist in these
services. The Lord came especially near in the
evening service; shouts of praises were heard
during the evening service.
Leon J. Herr, pastor of the Bethel Church
in Virginia, was with us in revival services
January 22 to February 5. Special prayer services in the interest of revival were held prior
to the meeting and many noon prayer meetings
were held during the time of the services. T h e
impact was felt not only by our own little
group but also among other churches. W e
are thankful for those w h o were saved and
sanctified during the revival.
Bro. M. L. Dohner and his daughter Dorothy
of Ashland, Ohio; t h e David Hersheys of
Pleasant Hill, Ohio; Roscoe Ebersoles of Saxton, Pa.; the Edgar Overpecks of Everett, Pa.;
and the Irvin Wolgemuths of Manheim, Pa.,
have been welcome guests here at Fruitville
this winter. Other folks coming from the north
arc always welcome to stop over with us.
Eli and Lydia Hostetler

Our fall revival services were held in October with Joseph VanderVeer of Pontiac,
Michigan serving as evangelist. There was a
response from hearts who sought the Lord in
saving grace, and the meetings were an encouragement to the strengthening of the saints.
John Brubaker, son of Bro. and Sr. Samuel
Brubaker, our former pastor left recently to
serve a period in Pax service in Europe. The
congregation gave a farewell party; it was an
evening of rich fellowship. W e are grateful to
the: Lord for supplying Rev. C. R. Heisey to
be our pastor. H e assumed the pastorate November 6, 1960. They are now living in the
parsonage.
The Christ's Crusaders sponsored an illustrated message on t h e need of t h e gospel in
Central America. Our hearts were humbled
and made thankful as we listened to the illustrated message as given b y Bob Atwood.
Mrs. M. G. H.
PORT COLBORNE, ONTARIO

There has been a major emphasis on loyalty
in the Sunday school and in the midweek
service characterizing the on-going of the work
here at Port Colborne.
Bishop Alvin C. Burkholder was with us for
a Christian Home Conference. H e was assisted by Rev. Roy Sider and others who shared
in the presentation of special music.
Another highlight of our congregational life
was the ministry of Dixie and Myra Dean, missionaries from Quito, Ecuador. They shared
with us in three services, presenting a special
concert of sacred music and personal testimony.
A unique feature of the Christmas season
was a series of three messages b y pastor
Winger on "Bethlehem's Altar." "Christmas in
Other Lands" was presented by the boys' and
girls' clubs the evening of December 18. Lands
represented were England, Czechoslovakia,
Sweden, Holland, and Africa.
Christ's Crusaders presented the drama "Silver Shackles" on Christmas Day. W e are thankful for good interest and attendance at our
services.
Marjorie Hill

"V>/#Sf
SEIDERS — Glenn Allen, born November 5,
1960 to Mr. and Mrs. Harold Seiders, Conoy
congregation, Pa.
MOORE — Twila Joy, born to Mr. and Mrs.
Donald Moore, January 13, 1961, Wainfleet
congregation, Ontario, Canada.
GiLMORE — Robin Kimberly, born to Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Gilmore, February 5, 1961,
Wainfleet congregation, Ontario.
FERGUSON — John Lloyd and Janice Linda,
born to Mr. and Mrs. J. Lloyd Ferguson, Sixth
Line congregation, Ontario, August 28, 1960.
SOLLENBERGER — Denise Joy, born February
10, 1961 to Clyde and Dorothy Sollenberger,
Air Hill congregation, Pa.
G R O F F — Lisa Anne, born to Mr. a n d Mrs.
W a d e Groff, January 24, 1961, Manor congregation, Pa.
RISSINCER — Gina Louise, first daughter,
third child, born Oct. 11, 1960 to Mr. and Mrs.
Lamar Rissinger, Highland congregation, Ohio.
ROHRER — Paul Lee, third son, born to Mr.
and Mrs. Eugene Rohrer, Jr., February 16,
1961, Valley Chapel congregation, Ohio.
M C B E T H — Kay Marie, born to Mr. and Mrs.
Joe McBeth, October 30, 1960, the Village
Church, Nappanee, Indiana.

SIBLEY-NICHOL — On Saturday, February 11,
1961 at the Toronto Brethren in Christ Church,
the pastor, Rev. Harvey Sider, heard the vows
taken by Iva Jean Nichol, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Gall of Toronto, and Douglas Wray
Sibley, son of Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Sibley of
Toronto.
MARTIN - BRICKER

— Miss

Donna

Jean

Bricker, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Andy
Bricker, St. Thomas, Pa., and Mr. Herbert
Martin, son of Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Martin,
Chambersburg, Pa., were united in marriage
January 7, 1961 in the Chambersburg Church
of the Brethren. The pastor of the bride,
Ervin Block, performed the ceremony.
ALLEN-ALLEMAN — Miss Mary Louise Alleman, daughter of Rev. and Mrs. Elmo Alleman, Chambersburg, Pa., and Howard Allen,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Earl Allen, Shippensburg.
Pa., were united in marriage in South Mountain Chapel, January 2 1 , 1961. Rev. Thomas
Bouch, the pastor, performed the ceremony.
OVERCASH-HOCK—Miss Isabelle Grace Hock,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. C. Walter Hock,
Shippensburg, Pa., and Mr. Melvin T. Overcash, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ivan R. Overcash,
Chambersburg, Pa., were united in marriage
January 14, 1961 in the Mt. Rock Brethren in
Christ Church. The ceremony was performed
by Rev. Earl Ford.
JOHNSON-LAMBERT — On Friday evening,
December 23, 1960, Miss June Lambert,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Lambert of
Wainfleet, Ontario, became the bride of Mr.
Lloyd Johnson of Wainfleet, Ontario at t h e Port
Colborne Brethren in Christ Church. The pastor, Walter Winger, performed the ceremony.

d6ifoea/zte4
SHULTZ—Florence E. Shultz, born July 24,
1897, passed away November 25, 1960. She
was saved in her teens and in later years was
a member of the Brethren in Christ Church.
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Surviving is her husband Roy C. Shultz of
Newviiie, Pa. and a son, Glenn, of State Line,
Pa.
Funeral services were held at the Green
Spring Brethren in Christ Church with Rev.
Robert Cocklin officiating, assisted by Rev.
Allen G. Brubaker.
HOCK — Jacob A. Hock was born in Southampton Township near Shippensburg, Pa., Nov.
1, 1891, and departed to be with the Lord on
January 12, 1961. Bro. Hock united with the
Brethren in Christ Church in early life and
remained faithful in the service of the Lord
and the Church until taken by death. He held
continuous membership in the Chambersburg
congregation.
Bro. Hock was a man of clear testimony and

Missions in America
Explanatory Note: In keeping with Item 7
of the recommendations of the Board for Home
Missions and Extension in the General Conference Minutes for 1960, our pattern of administration is being adjusted to the new manual.
The listing of Missions in America is adjusted
accordingly.
ALLEGHENY
CONFERENCE
Baltimore 21, Maryland: Rev. LeRoy Walters,
pastor, 925 Homberg Avenue
Blair's Mills, Pa.: Kenneth Melhorn, pastor,
Willow Hill, Pa.
"Blandburg, Pennsylvania: Rev. Herman Miller,
pastor, 1009 Rosehill Drive, Altoona, Pa.
Breeze wood, Pennsylvania: (Mountain Chapel,
Ray's Cove) Rev. Norris Bouch, pastor.
Address Altoona, Pa. R. D. # 2, Box 566
Everett, Pennsylvania (Clear Creek Church):
Rev. Roy Mann, pastor, Everett, Pa. R. D.
# 3 Telephone-258R
Hollidaysburg, Pennsylvania (Canoe
Creek
and Mt. Etna Churches): Rev. Ivan Cobb,
pastor, R. 2
Hopewell, Pennsylvania (Sherman's
Valley
Church): Rev. Earl Lehman, pastor, Hopewell, Pa. R. D . # 2
Telephone
New
Grenada, Murry 5-2344
"Ickesburg, Pennsylvania (Saville Church in
Liberty Valley): Rev. Merle Peachy, pastor,
Thompsontown, Pa., R. D . # 1
Iron Springs, Pennsylvania:
Rev.
James
Lesher, pastor, Fairfield, Pa., Box 5, Phone,
Fairfield 17W
Little Marsh, Pennsylvania (Jemison
Valley):
Rev. Samuel Landis, pastor Telephone—
Westfield, Pa. Emerson 7-5355
Mt. Holly Springs, Pennsylvania: To be supplied
Ringgold, Maryland: Rev. Chester Wingert,
pastor Greencastle, Pa., R. D. # 3
Saxton, Pennsylvania: Rev. Glenn Hostetter,
pastor 816 Mifflin St., Saxton, Pa. Telephone, 52958, Church address, 700 Weaver
St.
"Searights, Pennsylvania (Near
Uniontown):
Rev. William Martin, pastor, Chestnut
Ridge, Pa., Mrs. William Martin, Phone,
Smock-OS 7-2236. Miss Iola Dixon, Uniontown, Pa., R. 4, Box 444, Phone, New
Salem-CH 5-5016
Three Springs, Pennsylvania (Center
Grove
Chapel): Rev. Marion Walker, pastor
ATLANTIC
CONFERENCE
AHisonia, Virginia (Farris Mines
Church):
Rev. Jacob Moyer, pastor
Broadway, Virginia: Rev. Fred Parks, pastor
Linville, Virginia
Callaway, Virginia (Adney Gap and Callaway
Churches): Rev. I. Raymond Conner, pastor: Callaway, Va., Telephone—Bent Mountain, 12 J 31
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firm conviction with an unusual concern for
right living. More than 25 years ago during a
revival in the Chambersburg church he entered into a deep spiritual experience of the
Holy Spirit's anointing. Since that time he
labored untiringly for God and the Church.
He served many times as an elected delegate
from the congregation to the Pennsylvania
State Council. For a period of time he was
superintendent of the Sunday school. For several years he served as a trustee for the Roxbury Holiness Camp. For many years he was
treasurer of the North Franklin District Beneficiary Fund. He also gave a period of service
on the General Beneficiary Board of the Brotherhood. At the time of his death he was serving on the Church Board in the capacity of
senior deacon.

H e was an ardent supporter of the Gospel Tide Hour and faithfully brought Sr. Hock
to the studio each Sunday morning to help
with the program. H e often prayed in tears for
the message prior to the broadcast. His mantle
has fallen, to be taken up by others.
He leaves to morn their loss a devoted wife,
a foster daughter, a niece, one sister, one
brother, many nieces and nephews, and a host
of friends near and far. He will be greatly
missed from home and family circle and in the
church he served so well. His glowing testimony and fervent prayers will long be remembered.
The family wishes to express their sincere
thanks for the kindness shown them during
illness and bereavement. Following funeral

Harrisburg, Pennsylvania (Messiah
Lighthouse Chapel): 1175 Bailey Street. Telephone CEdar 2-6488
Rev. Joel Carlson, pastor; Mrs. Faithe Carlson, Misses Elizabeth Kanode, Beulah
Lyons
Hillsville, Virginia (Bethel Church, near Sylvatus, Va.): Rev. Leon Herr, pastor, Hillsville, Va. R. D. # 4, Phone, Sylvatus RO
6-3238
Hunlock Creek, Pennsylvania:
Rev. Ross
Morningstar, pastor
°LlewelIyn, Pennsylvania: Rev. Charles Melhorn, pastor Telephone Minersville—Liberty 4-5206
"New York City, 246 East Tremont Avenue,
Bronx 57, New York (Fellowship
Chapel):
T e l e p h o n e - T R 8-0937
Rev. Paul Hill, pastor, Mrs. Evelyn Hill
"New York City, 984 Bedford Avenue, Brooklyn 5, New York: Rev. Merritt Robinson,
246 East Tremont Avenue, Bronx 57, N.Y.
Mrs. Esther Robinson
Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania:
3423
North
Second Street, Philadelphia 40, Pa. Telephone NEbraska 4-6431 Rev. William
Rosenberry, pastor: Mrs. Anna Rosenberry,
Miss Anita Brechbill

Massillon,
Ohio,
(Amherst
Community
Church): Rev. Orvin White, Jr., pastor,
1056 Concord Avenue, N. E., Massillon,

CANADIAN
CONFERENCE
Collingwood, Ontario, Canada: Rev. Christian
Sider, pastor, 227 Sixth St.
Delisle, Saskatchewan, Canada: Rev. Marshall
Baker, pastor
Hamilton, Ontario, Canada
(Ridgemount
Brethren in Christ Church): Cor. of Jameston and Caledon Streets: Office Telephone
F U 3-5212 Rev. J. Allen Heise, pastor 396
West Second Street Telephone F U 3-5309
"Meath Park, Saskatchewan, Canada (North
Star Mission) Howard Creek and Paddockwood Churches: Rev. Maurice Moore, pastor, Mrs. Mabel Moore
Port Rowan, Ontario, Canada
(Walsingham
Centre): Rev. Arthur Heise, pastor
CENTRAL
CONFERENCE
"Chicago, 6039 South Halsted Street, Chicago
21, Illinois: Telephone Wentworth 6-7122:
Rev. Carl Carlson, pastor, Mrs. Avas Carlson, Misses Alice Albright, Grace Sider
Cincinnati, 2951 Sidney Avenue, Cincinnati
25, Ohio: Rev. William Engle, pastor
Dearborn, Michigan (near Detroit), 4411 Detroit Street (Church and parsonage): Rev.
Maurice Bender, pastor
Ella, Kentucky (Fairview
and
Millerfields
Churches):
Rev. Archie Waldron, pastor,
Columbia, Ky. R. D. # 3, Box 157
Garlin, Kentucky (Bloomington Church near
Beulah Chapel): Rev. Curtis Bryant, pastor
Gladwin, Michigan, R. D. # 4
Rev. Gary Lyons, pastor
Knifley, Kentucky
Rev. Gaylerd Miller, pastor

Ohio

Shanesville, Ohio
Rev. David Buckwalter, pastor Box 222
Sheboygan, Wisconsin, 2016 North 13th
Street; Telephone Glencourt 8-2627
Rev. Tyrus Cobb, pastor
Sparta, Tennessee (DeRossett),
R. D. # 7
Telephone Sparta RE 8-2518
Rev. John Schock, pastor
Uniontown, Ohio: To be supplied
West Charleston, Ohio: Rev. Hess Brubaker,
pastor: Phoneton, Ohio Box 82 Telephone
Tipp City 8256
MIDWEST
CONFERENCE
Colorado Springs, Colorado
Rev. Earl Engle, pastor, 2402 E. Caramillo
St.
PACIFIC
CONFERENCE
Albuquerque, New Mexico; Church and parsonage, 541 Utah Street, N. E.: Rev. John
Bicksler, pastor. Telephone AL 6-9492
Bloomfield, New Mexico (Navajo
Mission)
Telephone Farmington YR 6-2386: J.
Wilmer Heisey, superintendent, Mrs. Velma
Heisey, John K. Kreider, M.D., John R.
Sider, Ethel Sider, Misses Dorothy Charles,
Ethel Wolgemuth, Ida Rosenberger, Vema
Mae Ressler, Rosa Eyster, Jane Monn,
Charles Myers, Jr., Mrs. Peggy Myers,
Misses Mary Olive Lady, Anna Marie
Hoover, Edna Long, ""John Ludwig, Anna
Mae Ludwig, ** Ralph Halter, s o Robert
Myers, Peter Yazzie, Fannie Scott
Ontario, California
To be supplied
Salem, Oregon (Labish Community
Church)
4522 Scott Avenue N.E.: Rev. Art Cooper,
pastor, 4306 Scott Ave. N.E., Phone EM
2-7204
San Francisco, California (Life-Line
Mission
and Life-Line Chapel): Mission office and
mailing address; 422 Guerrero St., San
Francisco 10, California, Telephone UNderhill 1-4820 Mission Hall and Hotel, 128
Fourth St. Rev. Avery Heisey, superintendent, Mrs. Emma Heisey, Mr. Harry Burkholder, Misses Rhoda Lehman, Esther Hennigh, Mr. Donald Ott
"Missions; others are Extension
**VS or I-W workers

Churches

Contributions to Missions A b r o a d
send to:
BRETHREN IN CHRIST CHURCH

Office of the Treasurer
c / o Henry N. Hostetter
Washington Boro, Penna.
Contributions to Missions in America
send to:
Andrew Slagenweit
West Milton, Ohio
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services conducted by C. B. Byers, Glenn
Cinder, and Daniel Burkholder, and interment
in the Air Hill Cemetery, friends and relatives
were invited back to the Hock home for fellowship.
GRAY — Alfred James Gray was b o m in Harrison Township, Montgomery Co., Ohio, August
8, 1873. He peacefully passed away in Dayton, Ohio, January 6, 1961.
Alfred heard the call of the spirit of God
to repentance and salvation and was baptized
in the autumn of 1895. H e was led by the
Holy Spirit into a heart-cleansing experience
and sanctified life. H e became a member of
the Brethren in Christ Church in 1914.
On April 5, 1894 he was married to Emma
Susan Booker of Green County, Ohio. The
Lord blessed their home with eleven c h i l d r e n two daughters, and nine sons.
In addition to his wife Emma, those surviving are two daughters, Mrs. Edna Murphy
and Mrs. Goldie Geisler, both of Dayton; six
sons, Alfred W., Howard, Eldon, Lawrence,
and William of Dayton, and George of Spring
Valley, Ohio; a twin brother, a sister, 44 grandchildren, 88 great-grandchildren, and five
great-great-grandchildren.
Funeral services were conducted at the Valley Street Brethren in Christ Church. The
message was brought by Bishop W . H. Boyer
using Heb. 13:14. H e was assisted by Rev.
Ohmer U. Herr, Bishop C. J. Ulery, and Rev.
Clarence Brubaker. Interment was made in the
Willow View Cemetery.

NEWS ITEMS
MOKE MISSIONARY N E W S ON THE CONGO

New York, N. Y. ( E P ) —Again, white missionaries have told of violence in the Congo
and serious curbs on Christian witness there
precipitated by Congolese soldiers loyal to the
late Patrice Lumumba.
This time the report came from 40 American missionaries and their families who arrived
at New York's Idlewild Airport from London
on a flight from Uganda.
"I was told my blood would be shed and
my body would be painted with my own
blood," said Dr. John Slater, 28, of Pontiac,
Mich.
Slater, a medical doctor for 17 months in
the Palmer Memorial Hospital in Kivu Province told reporters he was kept under house
arrest at the hospital for one week and
threatened constantly with bodily harm. The
only indignity he suffered, however, was a
slap by the pro-Lumumba soldiers.
CASTRO TURNS PROPOGANDA GUNS ON CHURCH

Havana, Cuba ( E P ) — Along with Premier
Fidel Castro's early attack on the administration of John F . Kennedy, new U. S. President,
he also shot verbal missiles at the Roman
Catholic Church and its clergy in Cuba.
In a heated speech, Castro implied he
plans to nationalize Catholic cemeteries and
private schools. He said that Roman Catholic
priests had "deceived themselves and put
themselves on the side of enemies of the
Cuban revolution."
COLOMBIAN CHURCH CENSUS:

33,156 PROTESTANTS

Barranquilla, Colombia ( E P ) — Statistics
gathered by the Evangelical Confederation
show that there are 33,156 baptized Protestant
church members in Colombia — two and one
half times as many as in 1953.
Growing at the rate of about 16 per cent
per year for the last seven years, the total
Protestant
community
(church
members,
church school children and "sympathizers") is
estimated to be five times the membership, or
165,780 persons. Based on the government's
Dec." 3 1 , 1951 estimate of 14,108,226 inhabitants, this is 1.17 per cent of the population of
Colombia,

D E A F - M U T E S " H E A R " EVANGELIST

POAU CRUSADES AGAINST
C H U R C H COLLEGE GRANTS

Portland, Ore. ( E P ) - P r o t e s t a n t s and Other
Americans United for Separation of Church
and State will go "all out" in its opposition to a
New York State plan to provide $200 annual
grants for students at sectarian and other private colleges.
So stated Dr. Glenn Archer, executive director of the organization, at a public rally here.
He said the grants were "nothing but a backdoor subsidy to church institutions," and
added that he hoped President Kennedy will
continue to stand by his magnificent pledges
to protect Church-State separation.
D R . DOOLEY GAVE EYES TO SIGHT BANK

Washington, D. C . J E P ) - D r . Thomas A.
Dooley, famed U.S. "jungle doctor" of Laos
who died of cancer at 34 last January, donated
his own eyes to the Eye Bank for Sight Restoration in New York. This was disclosed in
Washington by MEDICO, Inc., the international medical aid organization co-founded
by the Roman Catholic physician-author and
Dr. Peter D. Comanduras of George Washington University, Washington, D.C.
N E W PRESIDENT FOR
NORTHERN BAPTIST SEMINARY

Dr. Benjamin P. Browne, executive director
of Christian publications for the American
Baptist Board of Education and Publication,
has resigned to become administrator and
president-elect of Northern Baptist Theological
Seminary, Chicago.
He begins a two-year term as seminary administrator Sept. 1 after a year as acting
administrator on a part-time basis.
Browne will continue to direct the Green
Lake, Wis. Christian writing center and Christian Writers and Editors Conference there
through 1962. He is currently president of
Associated Church Press. ( E P )
STUDY M E T H O D I S T - E . U . B .

MERGER

Dayton, O. ( E P ) - D r . Reuben H. Mueller,
senior bishop of the Evangelical United Brethren Church, has announced a definite proposal for or against merger with The Methodist Church will be presented to the General
Conference of the E.U.B. Church next year.
The conference will meet in Grand Rapids,
Mich., in Oct., 1962.
Bishop Meuller said the commission on
church federation and union, of which he is
chairman, will concentrate on "the careful
study of the possibilities for union with The
Methodist Church."
SOCIALITE TELLS OF RELIGIOUS INTEREST

Los Angeles, Calif. ( E P ) - C o b i n a Wright,
L. A. columnist, recently quoted a letter she
had received from the ex-Mrs. Cornelius
Vanderbilt Whitney. In it Mrs. Whitney said:
"I h i v e been busy singing and speaking to
various groups before and after Billy Graham's
crusade. I am showing some color slides and
talking about the Bethlehem part of my trip to
the Holy Land at the Presbyterian Church this
week. Last week I sang two services at the
Episcopal Church, and next Sunday . . . I
sing two services at the Methodist Church.
"Last Saturday Dr. Graham spoke before
the largest group of people ever to assemble
in Clearwater (Florida), and I was there to
hear his powerful message of Christ. After
Billy leaves I am speaking again, and then I
go to Washington, D.C. to participate in a
four-day 'International Christian Leadership
Conference.' This will include a presidential
conference with President Kennedy, at which
I am singing and speaking."

Tampa, Fla. ( E P ) - A m o n g some 20,000
persons attending a Billy Graham rally here
were 85 deaf-mutes. They "heard" the evangelist as his words were translated into sign
language by the flying fingers of a team member.
Included in the 640 persons who came forward to make decisions for Christ following
Dr. Graham's sermon were nine of the deafmutes.
FOOD SHORTAGE, F A M I N E T H R E A T SLOWS RED
CHINA'S ' G R E A T L E A P FORWARD'

HONG KONG (EP)—The most critical food
shortage that Red China has faced in six years
may be reducing its "Great Leap Forward" to
a mere faltering step.
A recent series of communiques from Peiping have confirmed what some observers have
been saying all along: that the food production
claims Communist Ghina has been making for
the last three years have been vastly exaggerated.
In recent weeks, in an apparent effort to
avert mass starvation in some areas, Peiping
has bought 300,000 tons of wheat from Australia
and 350,000 tons of rice from Burma. It is
reported that an even larger wheat purchase is
being negotiated with Canada.
Hong Kong observers claim that China does
produce enough grain to feed itself, but export
a disproportionate amount to Soviet bloc countries to finance its "Great Leap Forward" industrialization program.
164 AMERICANS F L E E TERROR-RIDDEN E A S T
CONGO

LEOPOLDVILLE, Congo Republic (EP)—One
hundred and sixty-four Americans—missionaries
and their families—have fled to Ruanda-Urundi,
according to a U.N. spokesman, because of new
persecutions staged by troops loyal to deposed
Congolese premier Lumumba in Oriental and
Kivu Provinces.
Americans and Europeans reportedly have
been mistreated in arrests and beatings by
soldiers and tribesmen for weeks. The U. N.
official said a convoy of Belgian refugees escorted by U. N. Ethiopian troops was turned
back by pro-Lumumba troops while trying to
follow the Americans across the border and all
of the vehicles were confiscated.
NOTRE D A M E H E A D REVEALS DOOLEY L E T T E R

In his last days, the thoughts of Dr. Tom
Dooley turned to a Divine Doctor who could
calm his heart and soul.
So says the Rev. Theodore M. Hesburgh,
president of the University of Notre Dame, in
disclosing a letter he received from the famed
"Jungle Doctor" of Laos some six weeks before
his death.
Wrote Dooley: "Two things prompt this note
to you, sir. The first is that whenever my cancer acts up . . . and it is certainly 'acting up'
now . . . I turn inward a bit. Less do I think
of my hospitals around the world, or of 94
doctors, fund raising, and the like.
"More do I think of one Divine Doctor, and
my own personal fund of grace. Is it enough?
". . . The storm around me does not matter.
The winds within me do not m.itter. Nothing
human or earthly can touch me.
"A wilder storm of peace gathers in my heart.
What seems unpossessable I can possess. What
seems unfathomable, I fathom. What is unutterable, I can utter. Because I can pray.
I can communicate. How do people endure
anything on earth, if they cannot have God?
(EP)
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